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Mixed-initiative mission planning considering human operator state
estimation based on physiological sensors
Nicolas Drougard1, Caroline P. Carvalho Chanel1, Raphae¨lle N. Roy1 and Fre´de´ric Dehais1
Abstract— Missions involving humans with automated sys-
tems become increasingly common and are subject to risk of
failing due to human factors. In fact, missions workload may
generate stress or mental fatigue increasing the accident risk.
The idea of our project is to refine human-robot supervision
by using data from physiological sensors (eye tracking and
heart rate monitoring devices) giving information about the
operator’s state. The proof of concept mission consists of a
ground robot, autonomous or controlled by a human operator,
which has to fight fires that catch randomly. We proposed to use
the planning framework called Partially Observable Markov
Decision Process (POMDP) along with machine learning tech-
niques to improve human-machine interactions by optimizing
the decision of the mode (autonomous or controlled robot) and
of the display of alarms in the form of visual stimuli. A dataset
of demonstrations produced by remote volunteers through an
online video game simulating the mission allows to learn a
POMDP that infers human state and to optimize the associated
strategy. Cognitive availability, current task, type of behavior,
situation awareness or involvement in the mission are examples
of studied human operator states. Finally, scores of the missions,
consisting in the number of extinguished fires, will quantify the
improvement made by using physiological data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since more than a century the use of automated systems
began to be increasingly common: assembly lines, autopilots
in aircrafts, autonomous cars, unmanned vehicles such as
drones or ground robots, for military operations or contam-
inated area and many others. This phenomenon has been
amplified by the recent technical advances in artificial intelli-
gence and machine learning, providing even more autonomy
to machines. As an example, convolutional networks led to
artificial vision [1] and popularized deep learning techniques,
which played an important role in the latest successes of
decision making algorithms based on reinforcement learning
[2] and planning [3].
Despite the impressive progress of autonomy in machines,
human operators are still vital in many scenarios. In fact,
humans are deemed to be creative, highly flexible (they can
handle complex or unknown situations) and able to produce
tactical, moral, social and ethical decisions [4], while these
qualities are rarely attributed to machines. Humans and
machines possess complementary strengths as illustrated by
the Fitts list [5], providing a general summary of the best
from both humans and machines. Further explanations of
the key role of human operators concerns societal reasons.
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For instance, legal regimes need people for responsibility
assessment issues, encouraging human supervision of auto-
mated systems. More generally, interactions between humans
and machines are inevitably growing due to the increasing
use of machines. Despite the drastic change of the human
operator role in favor of system autonomy, they are still
involved in missions as members of human-machine teams
or as supervisors [4].
Considering studies about existing human-machine sys-
tems, for example in aviation [6] and [7], it appears that
human error represents a major cause of accident. In details
human factors are involved in 80% of autonomous aerial
vehicles accidents [8]. This fact is due to several constraints
experienced by humans during their missions. Stress, high
workload, fatigue or boredom, which can be induced re-
spectively by pressure (e.g. cause by a danger), complexity,
hardness or duration of their tasks, are some of the main
criticalities for humans. These weaknesses may affect human
abilities by producing mental confusion, attentional tunneling
[9], mind wandering [10], lower vigilance, etc. As a conse-
quence the mission may fail or at least be achieved in a
sub-optimal manner.
In mixed-initiative missions, i.e. missions benefiting from
the skills of both computer and human operator, the last is
often thought as omniscient and able to fix any occurring
issue during the process. In order to reduce failures of mixed-
initiative missions, our project starts by considering human
operators as simple members of the human-machine teams,
not always reliable because of the constraints indicated
above. In other words, this paper proposes to address the
problem of improving human-machine missions by comput-
ing a supervision strategy taking into account the human
operator along with the evolution of the human mental
state. To this purpose, the strategy is meant to modify the
mental state of the human operator when it is damaging
to the mission. It has also to ensure that the current task
is appropriate to the human operator’s features and mental
states. Finally, the machine has to adapt its own behavior in
function of the detected human operator’s condition and the
mission status.
An appropriate supervision strategy has to manage the
information given to the human operator, the task allocation
between the human and the machine, as well as the machine
policy during its own tasks. In other words, our goal is to
refine supervision strategy of human-machine teams firstly
by providing, or not, appropriate alarms to the human oper-
ator, secondly by allocating the tasks that can be carried out
by both the human and the machine, and finally by adapting
actions of the machine according to the human behavior and
mental state.
As the events that occur during a mixed-initiative mission
are uncertain due to the human behavior as well as the
random dynamics of most environments, the framework of
Probabilistic Planning has been selected: this paper considers
Markov Decision Processes (MDP) [11] allowing to define
the goal of a given mission in terms of rewards valuating
states of the system. The optimization of MDPs consists
in computing a strategy maximizing the expected sum of
rewards over time [12]. More precisely this paper deals with
Partially-Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP)
[13] reflecting possible unobservable states of the process.
In fact, human mental states are intrinsically not observable
but it appears essential, as explained above, to take them
into account to optimally drive mixed-initiative missions.
These states can be inferred using physiological data from the
human operator. For instance, relevant data can be the gaze
position, the heart beats frequency, the electrical activity of
the brain or its relative changes in hemoglobin concentration.
The processes meant to collect them are respectively called
eye tracking (ET), electrocardiography (ECG), electroen-
cephalography (EEG) and functionals near-infrared (fNIR).
These measures allow for properly estimating the human op-
erator mental state and eventually triggering external action
to maximize operator efficiency in the mission.
The POMDP design requires a probabilistic modeling of
the human-machine system under study, practically involving
the hard task of defining the probability values of some
events of interest. The complexity consists in gathering a suf-
ficiently large dataset of demonstrated sequences of human
actions on the given interface during the task execution. To
obtain precise probability distributions this activity implies
time consuming experiment and numerous voluntary opera-
tors. In complex human-machine systems, situations with a
very low probability of occurrence are not well represented,
if not totally missing, in experimental datasets, risking to
affect the estimation of the true events probabilities. The
frequency of an event appearing in one of these situations
is likely to be a poor estimation of the actual probability
value because the sample used to compute it is too small (if
not empty). To ensure a sufficient amount of demonstrations,
we propose here to call on remote volunteers who can
participate to our experiments through a website simulating
the mission of interest and accessible at the following ad-
dress: www.humanrobotinteraction.fr. Of course,
physiological data have to be collected in situ with lab’s
devices, resulting to a smaller dataset. Hence, one of the
challenges of the presented work will be to cross-check data
(from remote and in situ volunteers) in order to define the
events probabilities defining the POMDP.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II is
dedicated to the description of the proof of concept mission
along with details on its technical implementation, including
the website. Section III describes preliminaries and POMDP
design methodologies, employing the virtual demonstrations
dataset and the physiological collected dataset to enhance
next human-machine supervisions. Related conclusions are
reported in Section IV.
II. PROOF OF CONCEPT MISSION
This section is devoted to the description of a mixed-
initiative mission which has to be general enough to allow the
evaluation of methods meant to improve human-machine su-
pervision. Firstly we propose to consider a mission involving
a human-robot team since robots are widely used in practice
to manage tasks in dangerous (e.g. war), contaminated (e.g.
nuclear plants) or remote (e.g. planet exploration) areas.
Secondly it is also desirable that the mission reflects realistic
situations in terms of technical equipment and environment
in order to prove the usability of the developed methods in
practice. As explained at the end of this section the mission
will be implemented in our lab as the considered robot is
available there and the environment easily reproducible.
Thirdly, as mentioned in introduction, the human mental
states seem to be good features that we can build upon to
drive human-robot interaction (HRI), hence a good proof of
concept mission should produce fluctuations of these states.
As a consequence it is important that the considered mission
seems dangerous by involving unsafe events and implies
pressure and stress due to a quantitative evaluation (score)
of the mission achievement. It is also required that the tasks
allocated to the human operator are demanding or complex
implying cognitive workload. These constraints enable the
appearance of undesirable mental states for the mission such
as attentional tunneling, mental confusion, mind wandering,
low vigilance etc.
Finally let us remind that this study delves into the
optimization of mixed-initiative missions. If we want to
make the mission achievements “better”, the latter should be
quantifiable i.e. the goal of the mission has to be defined in
terms of valuation of system states. This constraint is already
raised above with the notion of evaluation, or score, meant
to produce pressure to the human operator.
A. A firefighter robot
Now that the needed aspects have been explicitly given,
let us describe the resulting mission: a firefighter robot is
present in a small area with few trees which have a weird
tendency to self-ignite for some unknown reason. Through
a graphical user interface (GUI) which appears in Figure 1,
the human operator gets the position of the robot in a map
(bottom center), as well as the video from its camera (top
right).
The battery charge level of the robot decreases with time
and with respect to its actions: when the robot is in the
charging station, represented by a red square on the ground,
the battery recharges. If the battery is empty and the robot is
not on the red square, the mission fails and is finished. All the
information related to the robot is summarized on the bottom
left of the GUI. The volume of water contained by the robot
is not unlimited: to recharge in water, the robot has to be in
the water station represented by a blue square on the ground
and the associated tank has to contain enough water. For that,
Fig. 1. Graphical user interface of the Firefighter Robot mission.
the human operator has to fill this tank using the buttons
on the left-side of the interface: a tap, which can move
horizontally by actioning a wheel (top buttons), fills the tank
when it is in the middle (which is an unstable equilibrium).
To actually fill the tank, the button bellow (black tap) turns
on the tap for few seconds. Some leaks may appear on the
tank during the mission emptying it: the button below (black
wrench) can be used to fix them.
With the help of this robot, the goal of the mission is to
fight as many fires as possible in a limited amount of time
(top left information on the GUI). The robot is controlled
by the arrows (navigation) and the space bar (shoot water)
of the keyboard but it can become autonomous at any time.
Finally the temperature of the robot increases when it is too
close to flames and the mission terminates when it is too
hot. The presence of fires is supposed to be felt as a danger
by the operator. Temperature and battery managements as
well as the score (number of extinguished fires) and the
remaining time should imply stress and pressure. Finally,
as observed during pre-testing, both tasks (robot control
and water management) are complex enough to generate
cognitive workload.
B. Implementation details
A simulation of the robot and its environment has
been realized with MORSE1 [14] as shown in Figure 2.
It allows remote volunteers to participate in the exper-
iment by performing the mission on the website www.
humanrobotinteraction.fr. Thanks to this website
the size of the resulting dataset of realized missions is higher
than with experiments in the lab with in situ volunteers.
The control of the real robot as well as its own simulation
use the Orocos2 library [15]. The GUI (and the full website)
was implemented using angular-fullstack3 framework so that
the real robot can be linked either to the real robot or to the
simulation. It makes the missions based on the simulation as
similar as possible to the missions with the real robot.
1https://www.openrobots.org/morse/doc/stable/
morse.html
2http://www.orocos.org/
3https://github.com/angular-fullstack/
generator-angular-fullstack
Fig. 2. Simulation of the robot in its environment with MORSE
Now that a proof of concept mission and the way to record
more data on it have been described, let us have a look on the
proposed method to improve the achievement of a human-
robot mission.
III. POMDP FOR DRIVING HUMAN-MACHINE
INTERACTION
This study proposes to use the framework of POMDP
[13] to compute a supervision strategy for HMI mission
improvement. This section starts with a short description
of this framework and the definition of a POMDP in the
context of the presented mission. Follows a general method
for learning the parameters of such a POMDP from available
datasets. Finally other avenues based on expert assumptions
and related works are described.
A. POMDP framework in HMI context
A Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
(POMDP) is used to model an agent in a probabilistic
system whose states generate observations but are not
directly observable. It allows to compute optimal successive
actions in terms of reward expectation. More formally, it
can be defined by a tuple 〈S,A,Ω, T ,O, r, b0〉 where:
• S is the finite set of unobservable states,
• A is the finite set of possible actions,
• Ω is the finite set of observations,
• T : S × A × S → [0, 1] is the transition function:
∀(s, s′) ∈ S2, ∀a ∈ A, T (s, a, s′) = p (s′ | s, a ) i.e.
the probability that the next state is equal to s′ when
the current state is s and the chosen action is a,
• O : A × S × Ω → [0, 1] is the observation function:
∀a ∈ A, ∀s′ ∈ S, ∀o′ ∈ Ω, O(a, s′, o′) = p (o′ | s′, a )
i.e. the probability of observing o′ if action a is chosen
leading to state s′,
• r : S ×A → R is the reward function defining the goal
of the mission by valuating state-action pairs, r : S → R
the terminal reward function,
• b0 : S → [0, 1] is the initial belief state: ∀s ∈ S, b0(s)
is the probability that the initial state is s.
The belief state at a time step t ∈ N is the name
given to the best estimation of the hidden state: bt(s) =
st
at
st+1
p(st+1| st,at)
ot+1
p (o
t+1 | s
t+1 , a
t )
r(st, at)
reward
p(st| st−1,at−1)
at−1 at+1
p (o
t | s
t , a
t−1 )
ot
r(st+1, at+1)r(st−1, at−1)
bt+1bt
Eye tracking (ET)
Electrocardiography (ECG)
Human actions on the interface (HAI)
Estimation
Human state
Supervision
Observations ot:
Fig. 3. Graphical representation of a POMDP for driving HMI
P (st = s | a0, o1, . . . , at−1, ot ). It can be computed recur-
sively after executing at ∈ A and the reception of a new
observation ot+1 ∈ Ω:
bt+1(s
′) =
O(at, s′, ot+1)
∑
s∈S T (s, at, s′)bt(s)∑
(s,s′)∈S2 O(at, s′, ot+1)T (s, at, s′)bt(s)
.
Optimal strategies are usually based on the belief state i.e.
given a horizon T ∈ N, an optimal strategy can be defined as
a sequence of functions (dt)T−1t=0 such that dt : bt 7→ at ∈ A
and maximizing
Es0∼b0
[
T−1∑
t=0
r
(
st, dt(bt)
)
+ r(sT )
]
.
A graphical representation of a POMDP is depicted in Figure
3.
In the context of the Firefighter Robot mission presented
in the previous section it is possible to define the set of
actions as the Cartesian product of AD the set possible
visual alarms (display of a window on the user interface),
AA = {autonomous,manual} defining if the robot is
autonomous or controlled manually (task allocation), and
AR = {forward, backward, left, right, shoot} the set of
possible robot actions when autonomous: A = AD ×AA ×
AR. Some possible visual alarms present in AD are “low
battery”, “too-high temperature”, “60 seconds before the
end of the mission”, “robot’s tank will soon be empty (2
shoots left)”, “robot is in autonomous mode”, “robot is in
manual mode” and “ground tank’s water level is low”. Note
that simulated missions with remote volunteers are used for
learning purposes. Thus during these missions, if a situation
described by an alarm in AD is experienced, this alarm is
displayed with probability 0.5. Decision of the autonomy
(a ∈ AA) is also randomized. However an expert strategy is
used for robot actions: they can be optimized using RL once
the human behavior can be simulated.
As explained in [16], identifying visible and hidden vari-
ables reduces computational time of POMDP solving. It is
also convenient here to make explicit which data is observ-
able and may be used as input of the computed strategy:
sv s
′
v
aD
aA
aR
trees state’
robot pose’
robot water’
tank water’
HAI HAI’
robot temp robot temp’
robot bat robot bat’
trees state trees state’
robot pose robot pose’
robot water robot water’
tank water tank water’
T∑
i=0
rt
Fig. 4. Graphical representation of the variables describing the system
states. If the name of a given current state variable is s, the corresponding
next state variable is denoted by s′. For clarity four next state variables,
depending on both system variables and human-machine actions, are
duplicated. Missing arrows represent independencies. For instance, robot
temperature only depends on the states of the trees, its pose (proximity to
trees on fire) and its previous temperature.
the state space can be written as the Cartesian product
of a visible state space Sv and a hidden state space Sh:
S = Sv×Sh. The visible state space Sv contains the directly
visible states of the system: robot, trees and container states,
made explicit in Figure 4, along with the human actions on
the user interface (HAI) i.e. the clicks on buttons and the
use of keyboard keys. More precisely and as shown in this
figure a state sv ∈ Sv is a tuple of variable assignments sv =(
siv
)7
i=1
= (robot temp, robot bat, trees state, robot pose,
robot water, tank water, HAI). The reward is a function of
trees state since the goal of the mission is to extinguish
fires: r(sv) = r(trees state) = # { safe trees}. While the
reward at each time step only depends on variable trees state,
the final sum of rewards is also affected by the variables
robot temp and robot bat. Indeed when robot bat is zero
or robot temp is greater than a given threshold, the robot
becomes inoperable insuring the most possible expected
number of trees on fire during all the next mission steps.
B. Using a simple MDP
A first idea could be to learn the parameters of the
resulting MDP (a POMDP with visible states Sv and
no observations) whose graphical model is depicted in
Figure 4. Since lack of arrows represents independen-
cies in a Bayesian Network [17], the transition func-
tion of the process can be computed from marginal ones
p (s′v | sv, a ) =
∏7
i=1 p
(
(siv)
′ ∣∣ siv, a). The dynamics of
HAI variable, represented with thick arrows in Figure 4,
is unknown and should be defined using the dataset of
demonstrations resulting from the online mission (avail-
able at www.humanrobotinteraction.fr). Denot-
ing the first six variables by “non human”, probabilities
p
(
(s7v)
′ ∣∣ a, sv ) = p (HAI ′ | a,HAI, non human ) are
simply computed as the ratio between the number of tran-
sitions from (HAI, non human) to HAI ′ selecting action
a ∈ A, and the number of events (a,HAI, non human),
both numbers being counted over every transitions of each
demonstration. Solving the computed MDP leads to an
optimal strategy δ∗ defining at each time t < T an action
according to the current state: δ∗t : Sv → A.
Obviously the spaces of the state variables
(
siv
)7
i=1
have
to be discretized according to the size of the dataset in
order to make the ratio defining the estimated probabilities
statistically significant. While non human variables have a
straightforward discretization, more work is necessary for
variable HAI: even if the MDP step t ∈ N is often incre-
mented, say at each second, the human operator may interact
continuously with the system and thus provide a very specific
stream. The finite space of HAI values can be built using
clustering techniques [18] or by considering sound features
of the stream (e.g. number/length of each interaction with the
interface). In the same way, the ET and ECG streams from
human operators are not used as such: common metrics of
these streams, according to the literature, define the set of
observations of the POMDPs described in the next section:
for instance, current area of interest (AOI), frequency of
saccades and durations of fixations are usual metrics for ET
streams. Inter-beat intervals and standard deviation of them
should be sufficient information from ECG streams to infer
mental states [19].
C. Learning an accurate POMDP
As discussed in introduction, human states may influ-
ence human actions which affect system states and thus
rewards. Taking them into account should thus improve the
strategy for driving human-robot interactions. These human
states can be represented by hidden states sh ∈ Sh of
the POMDP and estimated using streams of ET and ECG
from human operator. Note that variable HAI can be also
considered as an observation of the human state [20]. As
POMDPs are nothing more than Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) enhanced with actions and rewards, the Baum-
Welch algorithm [21] can be almost directly applied to learn
unknown transition and observation functions as well as
hidden states [22]. These unknown functions are represented
by thick arrows in Figure 5: p (s′h | non human, sh, a ),
sv s
′
v
o′
sh s′h
aD
aA
aR
non human non human’
ET/ECG’
HAI’
=
HAI HAI’
Fig. 5. POMDP taking into account hidden states sh ∈ Sh associated to
the human operator: variable HAI is dependent on the hidden states whose
dynamics change according to the supervision actions a ∈ A. These states
can be inferred using ET, ECG and HAI streams.
p (HAI’ | non human,HAI, sh, a ) and p (o′ | s′h ) where
o′ = (ET ′, ECG′, HAI ′). The other transition functions
are known and are not updated when using Baum-Welch
algorithm. Let us recall that the size of the dataset produced
by remote volunteers is far higher than the dataset of demon-
strations with available ETG/ET streams (less volunteers in
situ). Baum-Welch algorithm can be used on both type of
demonstrations: when ET/ECG streams are available, all the
parameters are updated, otherwise parameters associated to
ET/ECG streams do not change. Note that spectral methods
can also be used [23] to learn a HMM.
The POMDP can be also enhanced using existing clas-
sifiers or expert knowledge on the process: for instance
[9] proposes a classifier using ET/ECG streams to detect
attentional tunneling of the human operator. It can be used
to directly define a human variable (tunneling) and set (or
at least initialize) the observation function with the error
probabilities as done in [24]. Next three examples explicitly
define hidden state variables using observable data, making
the learning method as simple as learning an MDP (see
Section III-B). The first example is used in [25]: types
of human operators are defined by clustering the set of
HAI sequences. The transition function of this human state
variable is the identity function since the human operator is
supposed to be the same during all the mission. The second
example is used in [26] defining the current human task
(or unavailability) using the current AOI provided by ET
stream. The last idea is to define a human state variable at
step t as the sum of rewards received from t to t + d with
d ∈ N. Indeed we are particularly interested in human states
influencing the success of the mission.
Solving the resulting POMDP leads to an optimal strategy
which can be compared to other strategies (e.g. from the
MDP or an expert) by proceeding in validation tests with in
situ volunteers and evaluating the averaged sums of rewards
of each strategies.
D. Reinforcement Learning
Each reward is observable as a function of a visible state
variable (namely trees state). Hence it seems interesting to
use Reinforcement Learning (RL) to optimize the choice of
actions a ∈ A over time. The dataset of demonstrations with
available ECG/ET streams is unfortunately too small for the
RL framework. However RL algorithms for POMDPs such
as [27], [28], [29] can be used with the large dataset from
the website or directly on it (only with HAI observations).
Moreover when an appropriate model has been built, RL can
be used to optimize robot actions aR ∈ AR by simulating
human operator interaction with the system.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper describes a mission used to prove that POMDP
and machine learning frameworks can improve human-robot
interactions and mixed-initiative missions by using physi-
ological sensors. The mission is proposed in a website to
produce a sizable dataset for learning. A general way to
optimize the supervision actions has been proposed, as well
as specific enhancements. We hope that this project will
highlight the need for taking into account particular mental
states or situations, through physiological data from human
operator. It should also demonstrate the need for training
the human-machine supervising system (through a remote
simulation as a website). Considering that each robot action
can be independently autonomous, i.e. that A = AARA ×AD
is set as a perspective.
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